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ABSTRACT
Advanced thermal barrier coatings, having significantly reduced long-term thermal conductivities, are being
developed using an approach that emphasizes real-time monitoring of thermal conductivity under conditions that are
engine-like in terms of temperatures and heat fluxes. This is in contrast to the traditional approach where coatings are
initially optimized in terms of furnace and burner rig durability with subsequent measurement in the as-processed or
furnace-sintered condition. The present work establishes a laser high-heat-flux test as the basis for evaluating
advanced plasma-sprayed and physical vapor-deposited thermal barrier coatings under the NASA Ultra Efficient
Engine Technology (UEET) Program. The candidate coating materials for this program are novel thermal barrier
carings that are found to have significantly reduced thermal conductivities due to an oxide-defect-cluster design.
Critical issues for designing advanced low conductivity coatings with improved coating durability are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Ceramic thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are receiving increased attention for advanced gas turbine engine
applications. The thermal barrier coatings are considered technologically important because of their ability to further
increase engine operating temperatures, and to achieve engine efficiency, emission and performance goals. In order
to fully take advantage of the TBC capability, an aggressive design approach—allowing greater temperature
reductions through the coating systems and less cooling air to the components—is required whenever possible.
Advanced thermal barrier coatings that have significantly lower thermal conductivity and better thermal stability than
current coatings must be developed for future ultra efficient, low emission engine systems.

Higher surface temperatures and larger thermal gradients are expected in advanced thermal barrier coating
systems as compared to conventional coating systems. As illustrated in Fig. 1, thermal barrier coatings with lower
thermal conductivity can be used in thin coating configurations while still achieving sufficient temperature reductions
at higher engine operating temperatures. The low conductivity coatings will have a significant advantage over the
conventional ones particularly for rotating engine components (such as turbine blades), where a reduced weight is
highly desirable.

The development of low conductivity thermal barrier coatings requires test techniques that can accurately and
effectively evaluate coating thermal conductivity at high surface temperatures (typically at 1300 to 1400°C). It is
known that the coating thermal conductivity can increase significantly due to coating sintering and/or phase structure
changes after a long-term thermal exposure. Therefore, the evaluations of the coating initial and after-exposure
thermal conductivities, and of the conductivity rate of increase are crucial in characterizing the coating’s
performance. In this study, a laser high-heat-flux test technique is established for evaluating advanced plasma-
sprayed and electron-beam physical vapor-deposited thermal barrier coatings under the NASA Ultra Efficient Engine
Technology (UEET) program. The test approach emphasizes real-time monitoring of thermal conductivity (and,therefore, the conductivity increases) at high temperature under simulated engine thermal gradients to determine the
optimum coating compositions. Novel candidate coating materials are developed using an oxide defect clustering
concept that incorporates paired cluster dopants into zirconia-yttria or hafnia-yttria systems, thereby achieving low
thermal conductivity and sintering resistant coatings. The coating durability issues and the dopant effect on coating
furnace cyclic behavior are also discussed in this paper.
Advanced thermal barrier coatings with lower thermal conductivity and better temperature stability will allow the use of a thinner coating system to achieve a larger temperature reduction at higher engine operating temperatures. The substrate temperature can be maintained at a lower level while the cooling can be significantly reduced. A thin coating system is highly desirable for engine rotating components such as airfoils where a reduced weight is critical.

**EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS**

ADVANCED DEFECT-CLUSTERING OXIDE THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS

Advanced oxide thermal barrier coatings were developed using a multi-component defect-clustering approach. In this approach, the advanced oxide coatings were designed by incorporating multi-component, paired-cluster oxide dopants into conventional zirconia- and hafnia-yttria oxides. The dopant oxides were selected by considering their interatomic and chemical potentials, lattice elastic strain energy (ionic size effect), polarization as well as electro-neutrality within the oxides. The added dopant oxides were intended to effectively promote the creation of thermodynamically stable, highly defective lattice structures with essentially immobile defect clusters and/or nanoscale ordered phases, thus reducing oxide coating thermal conductivity and improving coating sintering resistance.

In the present study, examples of selected clustered oxide thermal barrier coating systems including $\text{ZrO}_2 \cdot \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \cdot \text{Nd}_2\text{O}_3(\text{Gd}_2\text{O}_3: \text{Sm}_2\text{O}_3): \text{Yb}_2\text{O}_3(\text{Sc}_2\text{O}_3)$ were given, and their conductivity and sintering behavior was investigated. Emphasis was placed on the effect of total dopant concentrations on the coating thermal conductivity, sintering resistance, and durability. The advanced thermal barrier coating systems, typically consisting of a 180 to 250 $\mu$m the ceramic top coat and a 75 to 120 $\mu$m NiCrAlY or NiAl intermediate bond coat, were either plasma-sprayed or electron-beam physical vapor deposited on to the 25.4 mm diameter and 3.2 mm thick Rene N5 disk substrates. The plasma-sprayed coatings were processed using pre-alloyed powders. The ceramic powders with designed compositions were first spray-dried, then plasma-reacted and spheroidized, and finally plasma-sprayed into the coating form. The advanced EB-PVD coatings were deposited using pre-fabricated evaporation ingots that were made of the carefully designed compositions. The EB-PVD coatings were processed into test coating specimens by two different vendors (General Electric Aircraft Engines, Cincinnati, Ohio and Howmet Coatings Corporation, Whitehall, Michigan).
LASER TEST APPROACH FOR EVALUATING ADVANCED THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS

A 3.0 kW CO₂ laser (wavelength 10.6 μm) high heat flux thermal conductivity rig was established for evaluating advanced thermal barrier coatings. The general approaches for coating conductivity measurement under the high temperature and high thermal gradient conditions have been described in detail elsewhere [3-5]. In this study, a 25.4 mm diameter disk specimen configuration was used. During the testing, a large thermal gradient in the ceramic coating can be established by the laser surface heating and backside air-cooling. A given constant laser-delivered heat flux was applied to the coating surface throughout a standard 20 hr steady-state test period. Thermal conductivity of each candidate ceramic coating was determined in real-time during the 20 hr laser test, based on the applied laser heat flux and the measured temperature gradient across the coating. The surface temperature for all test specimens was at 1316°C at the beginning of the tests. The coating/metal interface temperature was approximately in the range of 950 to 1100°C, depending on the coating thermal conductivity and applied laser heat flux. Since the coating conductivity increases with time due to ceramic sintering, the coating surface temperature will continuously drop under the fixed laser heat flux condition. The measured initial coating conductivity (k₀), the conductivity at 20 hrs (k₂₀), and the conductivity rate of increase were used for evaluating the candidate coating performance.

It should be mentioned that for some of the EB-PVD oxide coating systems, the coating conductivity after 5 hrs testing (k₅) was used for characterizing the coating behavior. This is a viable approach for effectively reducing the testing time, because the EB-PVD coatings usually reached a steady-state conductivity increase stage after 5 hrs of testing, with a relatively low subsequent rate of conductivity increase.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ADVANCED THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS

Figure 2 illustrates high temperature thermal conductivity of plasma-sprayed oxide cluster thermal barrier coatings as a function of test time. These advanced oxide coatings investigated in this study consisted primarily of ZrO₂-Y₂O₃, but were also co-doped with additional paired rare earth oxides Nd₂O₃-Yb₂O₃ or Gd₂O₃-Yb₂O₃ (i.e., YSZ-Nd-Yb and YSZ-Gd-Yb oxide systems). As a comparison, the thermal conductivity of a baseline coating, ZrO₂-4.55mol%Y₂O₃ (i.e., ZrO₂-8wt%Y₂O₃, or 8YSZ), is also plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the coating conductivity generally increased with time. The advanced cluster oxide coating systems exhibited much lower thermal conductivity and conductivity increases than the conventional baseline coating. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), approximately one third of the 20-hr baseline coating conductivity value was achieved for some of best coating systems after the 20 hr laser high temperature tests. Figure 2(b) shows that the 9YSZ-Nd-Yb coating (which contains 9 mol%Y₂O₃ stabilizer plus some additional dopant cluster oxides Nd₂O₃ and Yb₂O₃) achieved almost one order-of-magnitude lower conductivity rate of increase as compared to the ZrO₂-4.55mol%Y₂O₃ baseline coating.

Figure 3 shows thermal conductivity and the rate of conductivity increase, of various plasma-sprayed cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings as a function of total dopant concentration. Figure 3 (a) illustrates the initial and 20-hr conductivity values of the coatings. It can be seen that the baseline 4.55YSZ coating had an initial conductivity of about 1.0 W/m-K. The conductivity of the baseline coating increased to about 1.4 W/m-K after 20 hours of high-heat-flux testing. In contrast, the oxide cluster coatings, including YSZ-Nd-Yb, YSZ-Gd-Yb and YSZ-Sm-Yb systems, exhibited lower initial and 20-hr thermal conductivities than the baseline coating. Thermal conductivity of the cluster oxide coatings generally decreased with increasing total dopant concentration. However, a very low conductivity region was observed in the concentration range that contains 6-13 mol% of the total dopants. Similar behavior was observed for the rate of conductivity increase data, shown in Fig. 3 (b). A minimum region for the rate of increase was also observed in the dopant concentration range of 6-13 mol%, corresponding well with the low conductivity valley region for the conductivity of the coating systems.
Fig. 2. Thermal conductivity of plasma-sprayed oxide cluster thermal barrier coatings and a baseline ZrO$_2$-4.55mol% Y$_2$O$_3$ (4.55YSZ) coating as a function of test time, determined using a laser steady-state heat flux technique at a surface temperature of 1316°C. (a) Thermal conductivity of various YSZ-Nd-Yb and YSZ-Gd-Yb oxide coating systems showing low conductivity was achieved for the advanced cluster oxide coatings. (b) Thermal conductivity rates of increase for the 9YSZ-Nd-Yb and baseline 4.55YSZ coating showing significantly reduced conductivity rises for the advanced coating as compared to the baseline coating after the 20 hr laser testing.
Fig. 3  Thermal conductivity, and the conductivity rate of increase, of various plasma-sprayed cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings as a function of total dopant concentration, determined by using a laser heat flux technique at the surface temperature of 1316°C. (a) Initial and 20 hr thermal conductivity values of 4.55YSZ, and the oxide coatings YSZ co-doped with Nd2O3-Yb2O3, Gd2O3-Yb2O3, or Sm2O3-Yb2O3. A low conductivity regime is observed for the coatings in the range of 6 to 15 mol% total dopant concentration. (b) Corresponding conductivity rate of increase as a function of total dopant concentration, also showing a low rate regime in the range of 6 to 13 mol% total dopant concentration.
In order to investigate the effect of the cluster dopant concentration ratio on conductivity, plasma-sprayed ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$-Nd$_2$O$_3$-Yb$_2$O$_3$ oxide coatings with decoupled cluster dopant concentrations were designed and prepared near the optimum low conductivity region. This set of oxide coatings had compositions ranging from YSZ only, YSZ plus a single Nd$_2$O$_3$ or Yb$_2$O$_3$ dopant, YSZ plus both the Nd$_2$O$_3$ or Yb$_2$O$_3$ but in varying the relative concentrations (with either equal or non-equal cluster dopant concentrations). Figure 4 shows the thermal conductivity results of the YSZ-Nd-Yb oxide thermal barrier coatings as a function of total dopant concentration and cluster dopant concentration ratio (ratio of Yb$_2$O$_3$ to Nd$_2$O$_3$ in mol%). It can be seen that thermal barrier coatings of ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$, and ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$ with a single cluster dopant, Nd or Yb, showed typically higher thermal conductivities than the coatings of ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$ with paired dopant additions (Nd$_2$O$_3$+Yb$_2$O$_3$). The cluster oxide coatings with equal amount of cluster dopants added (Yb$_2$O$_3$/Nd$_2$O$_3$ =1) often showed the lowest conductivity at a given total dopant concentrations. The paired dopants (with equal cluster dopant concentrations) especially showed significant beneficial effects in reducing the coating conductivity at about 10 mol% dopant concentrations.

Thermal conductivity of electron-beam physical vapor-deposited (EB-PVD) cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings was also investigated using the laser heat flux technique. Figure 5 shows typical conductivity changes as a function of time for EB-PVD processed ZrO$_2$(4–6 mol%) Y$_2$O$_3$-Nd-Yb cluster oxide coatings. It can be seen that the cluster oxide coatings exhibited lower thermal conductivities and the rates of conductivity increase compared to the baseline ZrO$_2$-4.55%Y$_2$O$_3$ coating. The conductivity for the clustered coatings can be as low as 0.85 W/m-K after the 20 hr high temperature testing, as compared to the conductivity of 1.85 to 1.90 W/m-K for the baseline coating. The conductivity rate of increase was also reduced to $0.8 \times 10^{-6} - 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$ W/m-K-s from the baseline coating value of $1.3 \times 10^{-6}$ W/m-K-s by the addition of the cluster dopants.

Fig. 4 Thermal conductivity of plasma-sprayed ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$-Nd$_2$O$_3$-Yb$_2$O$_3$ cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings as a function of total dopant concentration and cluster dopant concentration ratio of Yb$_2$O$_3$ to Nd$_2$O$_3$ (in mol%) near the optimum low conductivity region. The cluster oxide coatings with the equal cluster oxide dopants (Yb$_2$O$_3$/Nd$_2$O$_3$ =1 in mol%) showed the lowest conductivity at 10 mol% total dopant concentration.
Figure 5 illustrates thermal conductivity of various cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings as a function of total dopant concentration after 5 hr or 20 hr laser high heat flux tests at 1316°C. The conductivity data were plotted for selected NASA composition cluster oxide coatings that were prepared at General Electric Aircraft Engines Company and Howmet Coatings Corporation. Note that for some coating systems, the 5-hr conductivity data $k_5$ (instead of 20-hr conductivity data $k_{20}$) were used. This is still an acceptable approach based on the considerations that there is only small differences between $k_5$ and $k_{20}$ for the cluster EB-PVD coatings, simply because the coatings have reached a steady-state conductivity increase stage and also have relatively low rates of conductivity increase. It can be seen that the EB-PVD coating systems generally showed lower thermal conductivity than the YSZ coatings at any given total dopant concentration. In addition, similar to the plasma-sprayed coatings, the EB-PVD coating systems also exhibited a low conductivity region which is centered around 10 mol% total dopant concentration.

**FURNACE CYCLIC BEHAVIOR OF THE ADVANCED THERMAL BARRIER COATINGS**

Furnace cyclic tests have been carried out to evaluate durability of the advanced oxide coating systems. The coating specimens were thermal cyclic tested at 1160°C using a tubular or a box furnace with 45 min hot time cycles [6]. Figure 7 summarizes the test results for various coating compositions which were processed from different batches. It can be seen that, regardless the relatively large scatter, the coating cyclic life generally decreased with increasing the total dopant concentration. The cluster oxide coatings followed a similar trend as compared to the yttria-zirconia (YSZ only) coatings in the furnace cyclic behavior. However, the present results suggest some beneficial effect in improving coating cyclic lives by the addition of cluster oxide dopants. The multi-component cluster oxide coatings typically showed better cyclic lives than only yttria-doped zirconia coatings at given dopant concentrations. In fact, within the optimum low conductivity region of 6 to 13 mol% dopant concentration, significant coating life improvements (in some cases, coating lives comparable to those of zirconia-4.55 mol%yttria) have been observed for the initial processed (no processing optimization) cluster oxide coatings as compared to the YSZ coatings. Moderate coating life increases were also observed by coating composition, microstructure and bond coat modifications [6]. Further life improvements will be expected by utilizing advanced coatings architecture design, dopant type and composition optimization, and improved processing techniques.
Fig. 6 Thermal conductivity of various electron-beam physical-vapor-deposited (EB-PVD) cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings as a function of total dopant concentration. The data are compiled with various NASA composition cluster oxide coatings that were prepared at General Electric Aircraft Engines company and Howmet Coatings Corporation. Similar to the plasma-sprayed coatings, the EB-PVD coating systems also showed a low conductivity region at about 10 mol% total dopant concentration.

**DISCUSSION**

The intrinsic thermal conductivity of a ceramic coating is closely related to its lattice structure and lattice defects. The interactions between lattice phonon waves, and scattering of the lattice phonon and radiative photon waves by various length scale defects will greatly affect the thermal conductivity behavior [7]. As mentioned earlier, the multi-dopant oxides were incorporated into the ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$ system by considering their interatomic and chemical potentials, lattice elastic strain energy (ionic size effect), polarization and electro-neutrality within the oxides [2]. The defect cluster design approach by the high stability, paired dopant oxides having distinctly different ionic sizes will effectively produce lattice distortion in the oxide solid solutions and facilitate local ionic segregation and thus defect clustering. Oxide defect clusters with appropriate sizes can effectively attenuate and scatter lattice phonon waves as well as radiative photon waves at a wide spectrum of frequencies. Therefore, by promoting the creation of thermodynamically stable, highly defective lattice structures with controlled defect cluster sizes, one can expect a reduced oxide intrinsic lattice and radiation thermal conductivity for these coatings.

The measured thermal conductivity for plasma-sprayed and EB-PVD thermal barrier coatings include both the contributions from the intrinsic coating conductivity and from the microstructural (such as coating porosity) effect. The coating thermal conductivity can be greatly reduced by the presence of microcracks and microporosity within the ceramic coatings. However, the conductivity reduction achieved by micro-porosity may not persist at high temperatures. The laser thermal conductivity test data for both the plasma-sprayed and EB-PVD thermal barrier coatings showed a significant coating conductivity increase with time. The increase in measured coating thermal conductivity has been attributed to ceramic sintering and densification [3, 4]. The advanced cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings showed reduced conductivity increase rates and thus improved sintering resistance due to the addition of the dopant oxides.

The added cluster dopant oxides can facilitate the formation of defective oxide lattice structures with essentially immobile defect clusters and/or nanoscale ordered phases, which improves the coating sintering resistance.
Fig. 7 Furnace cyclic tests results for (a) plasma sprayed and (b) EB-PVD advanced cluster oxide coatings. The coating specimens were cyclic tested in a tubular or a box furnace at 1160°C with 45 min hot time cycles [6]. The coating cyclic life generally decreased with increasing the total dopant concentration. The multi-component cluster oxide coatings followed a similar trend as the YSZ coatings in the furnace cyclic behavior. However, the cluster coatings showed some promise to achieve significantly better cyclic lives than only yttria-doped zirconia coatings.
As exemplified for the ZrO$_2$ or HfO$_2$ based oxide systems, the following reactions describing the defect clustering and dissociation can be written according to Kröger-Vink notation [8]:

\[
\begin{align*}
[f_M'(M^{3+})_{i,j}]^n & \Rightarrow M'_M (M^{5+}) + V_O \\
[f_M'(M^{3+})_{i,j}]^n & \Rightarrow 2M'_M (M^{5+}) + V_O \\
[\text{defect clusters, sub - microdomains}] & \Rightarrow \text{single point defects}
\end{align*}
\]

where \([f_M'(M^{3+})_{i,j}]^n\) is a valence defect for a dopant cation (valence +3) at the Zr (valence +4) site, and \(V_O\) is the anion oxygen vacancy. Because the defect clusters are in dynamic equilibrium with the single point defects at high temperatures, the sophisticated oxide cluster design may suppress the cluster dissociation reactions at extremely high temperatures. By reducing the mobile defect concentrations through the defect clustering, the atomic (both cationic and anionic) mobility and mass transport within the oxides can be greatly reduced. This can explain why the cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings exhibited a lower conductivity rate of increase and thus the sintering resistance than the baseline YSZ coatings.

The thermal conductivity and the conductivity rate increase showed a clear minimum for the cluster oxide thermal barrier coatings at about 10 mol% total dopant concentration. This composition approximately corresponds to the phase boundary between the tetragonal phase zirconia (for the partially stabilized zirconia, \(t\)-phase) and cubic phase zirconia at the testing temperatures. It is possible that the oxide defect clustering most extensive formation and development near this phase boundary, thus showing the maximum conductivity reductions and the minimum conductivity rates of increases. The sophisticated design approach will significantly improve the oxide sintering-creep resistance and other mechanical properties at high temperatures.

CONCLUSIONS

Advanced multi-component, low conductivity oxide thermal barrier coatings have been developed based on an oxide-defect-clustering design approach and using a laser high heat flux thermal conductivity technique. The laser test approach emphasizes real-time monitoring of the coating conductivity at high temperatures in order to assess the overall coating thermal conductivity performance under engine-like heat flux and thermal gradient conditions.

The durability of the advanced low conductivity coatings was evaluated using cyclic furnace tests. Although the advanced cluster oxide coatings followed a similar trend as the ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$ coatings in the furnace cyclic behavior where the coating cyclic life generally decreases with increasing the total dopant concentration, the cluster oxide coatings showed promise to achieve significantly better cyclic lives (cyclic lives comparable to that of zirconia-4.55mol%yttria) than the binary ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$ coatings with equivalent dopant concentrations upon the further processing and dopant composition optimizations.
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